Other events:

- Second time MKSSS's Cummins College of Engineering for Women, Karvenagar, Pune received the prestigious “Best CSI Student Branch Award” in Nov 2013.

- Approximately more than 60 students participated in "Internship mela/Job fair organized by The Pune Open Coffee Club (POCC) and the Computer Society of India Pune Chapter (CSI) on 18th Jan 2014.

- Open Seminar: “Safe Surfing, Safe Parenting” for the parents of school going children was given by Mr. Rohit Shrivastav on 26th June 2010. The event was sponsored by Semantec Corporation. It was coordinated by Mrs. Madhuri Tasgaonkar.

- A tutorial: “Demystifying GCC through Gray Box Probing” was conducted for third year students of Computer and IT department by Prof. Uday Khedker, IITB in January 2010.

- A session: “Data warehousing and Mining” by Mr. Jayant Marathe from TCS was organized on 15 September 2009. 35 students from Computer Department participated in CSI Annual Convention 2009. Many faculty members from department also participated in CSI Annual Convention 2009.

- 2 day .NET Workshop was conducted by Mr. Dhaval Faria from Microsoft in September 2008. Around 50 students participated in the workshop. Students enjoyed the hands on session on various types of application development using Microsoft technologies.

- National Quiz on Science & ICT: CSI Pune chapter organized the first National Quiz on Science & ICT for middle school. Student members of Cummins college CSI chapter organized and conducted quiz in more than 15 schools around Pune. Faculty members Aparna Hajare, Saurabh Mengale, Anjali Naik, Sakshi Mandke, Sushila Shelke, Mugdha Pavnaskar, Swati Harkanth, Teja Shinde supported this activity. More than 50 students from second year and third year volunteered this event.